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Change of generation at the PLUTA
branch offices in Düsseldorf and
Aachen
18 January 2022 · Düsseldorf/Aachen

Mr Michael Bremen has passed the baton on to the next
generation. At the beginning of 2022, he handed over the
reins of PLUTA’s Düsseldorf and Aachen branch offices to
attorneys Mr Christoph Chrobok and Dr Uwe Paul.

“This change of generation is a perfect opportunity for our
young but nevertheless very experienced colleagues Dr
Uwe Paul and Mr Christoph Chrobok. They are the ideal
persons to head our branch offices in Düsseldorf and
Aachen,” said attorney Mr Michael Bremen, explaining his
decision.

Attorney Mr Christoph Chrobok has headed the PLUTA
branch office in Osnabrück for three years, together with
Mr Stefan Meyer. His activities are focused on
restructuring and turning around companies. In addition,
he is regularly appointed insolvency administrator by the
local courts of Düsseldorf, Essen and Bochum.

Dr Uwe Paul, an attorney for general law and a specialist
attorney for tax law, is active in PLUTA’s insolvency
administration and legal consulting business areas and
has written numerous publications on insolvency plan law
and insolvency tax law. Dr Paul is regularly appointed
insolvency administrator by the local courts of Düsseldorf,
Mönchengladbach, Duisburg and Aachen.
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Mr Stefan Meyer, managing director and partner of PLUTA
Rechtsanwalts GmbH, is supporting the transfer of the
management function in Düsseldorf and Aachen from a
technical and organisational perspective. “I am very sure
that our colleagues will successfully master their new
tasks,” emphasised Mr Meyer.

Mr Michael Bremen has resigned from both his positions as
managing director and partner of PLUTA Rechtsanwalts
GmbH. However, the restructuring expert will continue to
contribute his experience and work for PLUTA in the
consulting business and as a court-appointed insolvency
administrator and monitor.

“I hold Mr Michael Bremen in very high esteem and would
like to thank him sincerely for the excellent management
work he has carried out for PLUTA over the past years. He
has decades of experience in our industry and I am
pleased that he will continue to make this available to
PLUTA,” said company founder Mr Michael Pluta.
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